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1. MS ACCESS Database Design

(ASTRA example)



The purposes of designing the database for this study
are mainly to minimise the error likely conducted by
human in the process of data entry and to facilitate all
DB users for both stages of data collection and data
analysis. For the data input introduced so far, this
database has the primary advantage of automation with
the key points given below:



Input your User ID and 
the Password for log in

Click “Enter” for log in 
survey

1. Automatically opening all sections of the survey.



1. Automatically opening all sections of the survey.



Input student ID: PKaUr1J01 into 
this field.

2. Automatically generating Series No (counter), once ID is input.



The input for student ID in section 1 
is completed.

Then, you can find it is automatically 
shared with other sections in 
students survey). (see the next page)

2. Automatically generating Series No (counter), once ID is input.



3. Automatically sharing the ID and Series No. among all sections



1.) to get the focus on “Series 
No.”, put the cursor in this filed 

2.) Click “research” 

3.) the window on 
the right displayed. 

4. Automatically sharing the navigation among all sections.



4.) Input your targeted “Series No” 
for searching. Here, we type 2, as an 
example. 

5.) Click “Find Next”

4. Automatically sharing the navigation among all sections.



6.) Then, your targeted has 
become a current record.

7.) Click “Close” button

4. Automatically sharing the navigation among all sections.



8.) Click “Search” again.  

Then, the current record in 
other sections are updated 
automatically.

4. Automatically sharing the navigation among all sections.



The selected sample of other sections. 

The current record has been updated 
to 2.

4. Automatically sharing the navigation among
all sections.



5. Automatic Activate/Deactivate the linked questions.



5. Automatic Activate/Deactivate the linked questions.



Click “Save 
Record” and see 

what could 
happen in next

6. Message reminder:



Continued

The message box turns up telling you that the 
uncompleted questions:

For SL:                  For Smoking tobacco: 
Q2-12                   Q13

Then, click OK button and go back to the 
questions to check if we need to complete 
them. If not, we just leave them as blanks 
(missing values)

6. Message reminder:



What if  sections aCon and h?

Continued

Once all have been complete, the 
message box confirms you that there is 
no missing value via the message “well 
done!”.

Then, just click OK button.

6. Message reminder:



2. Data Monitoring in MS ACCESS 
(tracking record)



4. Data Monitoring

Case 1 indicates that the current 
tracking is the 1st record (series 
no) in the tracking database. 

The user, eH3qwyi logs in the 
database at the time stamp 
25/07/2019 11:25:19



Case 2 indicates that the current 
tracking is the 10nd record in the 
tracking database. 

The same user changes the value 
of 1 into 2 for the variable 
Q13aSL [Q13 (Smokeless 
Tobacco) in Section a] for the 
participant PKaUR1J01 at the 
time stamp 25//07/2019 
11:47:54



Case 4 indicates that the current 
tracking is the 23rd record in the 
tracking database. 

The same user logs off the 
database at the time stamp 
25//07/2019 13:22:16



3. Data Entry Plan for Data Management



Step 0: Double Data Entry (DDE) Plan

Master DB:
Entry person 1 (E1)
Checker (C) 

Copy DB:
Entry person 2 (E2)
Checker (C) 

Step 1: E1 and E2 enter first 20 questionnaires 

Step 2: York team merges and check if there is 
any mismatch.

Step 3.1: if there is any mismatch.

Step 4.1: York team needs to 
communicate with C any actions 
required based on Section 2.2.3 
criteria. C will resolve the issue and 
record the “corrections” in master DB. 
Then, E1 and E2 enter the next 30 
questionnaires. And repeat steps 2 
onwards.

Step 3.2: if there is no mismatch, 

Step 4.2: E1 and E2 enter the next 30 
questionnaires. And repeat steps 2 
onwards.

Step 5: Once 50 
questionnaires 
have been 
completed 
further 
instructions will 
be provided.  Criteria (Section 2.2.3): according to the error 

rate (ER), York team will suggest one of the 
three actions below:  
1). do the rectification 
2). re-check the whole sample
3). no further action

Note: the checker for Master DB and the checker for the copy 
DB can be two different persons. If so, York team in Step 4.1 
will communicate with the checker for the Master DB. 



Bangladesh Team: Youth Study

Master DB:   Youth01B

E1: David

C: Andrew

Copy DB:    Youth01B_Copy

E2: Rachel

C: Andrew

Group 1



Thank You
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